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a b s t r a c t Recovering correspondences and estimating transformations are challenging to solve in the presence of outliers and other degradations for non-rigid point set registration. In this paper, we propose a new methodology based on fuzzy correspondences guided Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to solve the registration problem between two or more feature point sets. We ﬁrst construct a mixture model to represent the moving point set, where inliers are formulated as a mixture of Gaussian, and outliers are formulated as an additional uniform distribution. Then we use the context-aware shape descriptor to assign the points and obtain the fuzzy correspondences. On the one hand, the soft-assignment is used to classify the weight of inliers and outliers. On the other hand, by using the fuzzy correspondences, the Gaussian elements in the mixture model can be estimated to increase the registration accuracy eﬃciently. In this way, the optimal transformation between two point sets can be expressed by representation theorem and solved by EM algorithm iteratively in a high-dimensional feature space (i.e., reproducing kernel Hilbert space, RKHS). Extensive experiments on synthesized and real datasets demonstrate the proposed method performs favorably against the state-of-the-art methods in most tested scenarios. © 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.



1. Introduction Point set registration (PSR) is a fundamental problem and has been widely applied in a variety of computer vision and pattern recognition tasks, such as image stitching, medical image registration, stereo matching, 3D reconstruction, image retrieval, and information fusion. The essence of PSR is to align correspondences between two or more point sets via a certain transformation. Generally, estimating correspondences is a linear assignment problem which can be solved with the Hungarian algorithm eﬃciently, and updating the underlying transformation is a similarity problem which can be solved with the regularized least squares. In general, the transformation in PSR can be categorized into rigid and non-rigid when considering the form of the data and the application. Rigid PSR is easy to model because of its small number of parameters, while non-rigid PSR is more diﬃcult to solve in many real-world tasks (e.g., facial-expression recognition, ﬁngerprint identiﬁcation, and medical image analysis). In this paper, we are mainly interested in the non-rigid PSR and try to estimate the
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underlying transformation robustly in the presence outliers and some other degradations. Although extensive research has been well done on registration problem for decades, there still exists some challenges: 1) The point sets extracted from data are usually contaminated by outliers, as shown in Fig. 1. Then the underlying correspondences (inliers) and transformation are challenging to estimate and recover robustly. 2) Non-rigid transformation usually has a large number of parameters which are hard to express and sensitive to outliers. 3) Contaminated PSR problem needs a more complex method to model inliers and outliers precisely. 4) The procedure of optimization often converges into local minima. 5) From sparse point set to point cloud, the PSR method should be able to solve the non-rigid transformation with tractable computational complexity. In order to solve these issues, in this paper, we present a robust registration method using the fuzzy correspondences guided Gaussian mixture model and kernel density estimation for point set registration in the presence of outliers and other degradations. Let the ﬁxed point set be the scene set, and the moving point set be the model set, then the model set is transformed to align onto the scene set. Then we consider the model set as a Gaussian mixture model (GMM), and the Gaussian kernel elements are guided by the fuzzy correspondences. The regularized least squares
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Fig. 1. An example of the contaminated point set. The ﬁsh shape denotes the inliers, and the other irregular points are outliers. It is hard to recover their correspondences (green lines) and estimate the underlying transformation (f). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)



method is used to recover the underlying non-rigid transformation parameters in a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) with the representation theorem [1]. By using the posterior probabilities of the GMM components, we can align the point sets and recover the correspondences after the procedure of optimization. Experimental results demonstrate that our method outperforms several stateof-the-art methods in terms of robustness to outliers, registration error, and runtime. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we overview the previous work for rigid and non-rigid point set registration and state our contributions. In Section 3, we present the proposed method and clarify the implementation details. In Section 4, we describe the experimental results on several test datasets. In Section 5, we give a conclusion with some discussions. 2. Previous work In order to solve the existing issues and challenges, many algorithms have been presented in the literature for rigid and for nonrigid point set registration. In this section, we brieﬂy overview the rigid and non-rigid PSR methods and state our contributions. In rigid point set registration, the point sets are assumed to be aligned by a similarity measure, such as Euclidean distance, where the rigid transformation consists of rotation and translation. The most popular method for rigid PSR is the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm presented by Besl and McKay [2]. ICP has been widely studied and used in many tasks because of its simplicity and low computational complexity, i.e., ICP assigns correspondences using the distance measure and updates the underlying rigid transformation by solving the least-squares optimization iteratively. However, ICP occurs some issues: 1) it needs a good initial pose for the point sets at the beginning; 2) it always traps into a local minimum after convergence; 3) it cannot be used for handling non-rigid PSR. In order to solve these issues and improve the registration accuracy of ICP, many methods have been developed. Robust Point Matching (RPM) algorithm [3] introduces a soft-assignment method for correspondences recovering between all combinations of points and then estimates the underlying rigid transformation via the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm for GMM. Moreover, to overcome the local minimum problem, Globally Optimized ICP (GO-ICP), introduced by Yang et al. [4], uses the branch-and-bound optimization method to search the global solution of ICP. There are a few rigid PSR algorithms [5,6] based on the spectral methods worth mentioning. These methods mainly use the Gram matrix to represent the similarity between two point sets and then ﬁnd the correspondences and transformation by factorizing the Gram matrix. In non-rigid point set registration, one of the most popular non-rigid PSR algorithms is TPS-RPM introduced by Chui and Rangarajan [7]. TPS-RPM uses the soft-assignment and deterministic annealing framework to ﬁnd the non-rigid transformation parameterized by Thin-Plate Spline (TPS) iteratively. They also demonstrated that TPS-RPM is equivalent to EM for GMM [8]. The al-
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gorithm works well with deformation and outlier but needs high computational complexity when facing a large number of points. From the correspondences recovering viewpoint, many well-known methods have been introduced for PSR. The Shape Context (SC), introduced by Belongie et al. [9], at a reference point captures the distribution of the remaining points relative to it, then the underlying corresponding points have similar descriptors represented by shape context. 3D-SC [10] extends the standard SC from 2D PSR to 3D PSR. From the view of the spectral graph theory, Factorized Graph Matching (FGM), introduced by [11], interprets and optimizes graph matching problem by showing that the aﬃnity matrix can be factorized as a Kronecker product of smaller matrices. Then they proposed Deformable Graph Matching (DGM) [12] method for non-rigid geometric constraint. From the perspective of distance measurement, Non-rigid ICP [13] still uses the least-squares based on Euclidean distance with an additional regularization term. Kernel Correlation (KC), introduced by Tsin and Kanade [14], estimates the non-rigid transformation by minimizing the kernel density estimation. Gaussian distance-based PSR methods [15–18] use the Gaussian ﬁelds criterion to estimate the rigid and non-rigid transformations by the gradient descent iteratively. L2-TPS, introduced by Jian and Vemuri [19], leverages the closed-form expression for the L2 distance between two mixtures of Gaussian. Its variant, namely MoAGReg [20,21], uses a mixture of asymmetric Gaussian instead of symmetric Gaussian to represent point sets. RPM-L2E, introduced by Ma et al. [22,23], uses the L2-minimizing Estimator (L2E) to ﬁnd the optimal transformation. From the view of Motion Coherence Theory (MCT) [24,25], Coherence Point Drift (CPD), introduced by Myronenko and Song [26], constructs a mixture model, where GMM denotes the moving point set, and the other one is considered as the data point set. Then the non-rigid transformation parameterized by Gaussian Radial Basis Function (GRBF) can be estimated by EM algorithm. It is worth noting that CPD can handle a large number of points with fast Gaussian transformation (FGT) [27]. An interesting PSR method namely RPM-VFC, introduced by Ma et al., uses vector ﬁeld consensus (VFC) [28,29] to estimate correspondences and transformations robustly. From the perspective of preserving global or local structures, RPM-PLNS, introduced by Zheng et al. [30], uses a graph matching technique to preserve local neighborhood structures, while PR-GLS [31] has been proposed for PSR by preserving Global and Local Structures (GLS). Our proposed Fuzzy Correspondences (FC) guided Gaussian mixture model shares similarities to the existing CPD and PRGLS based on mixture models. However, we use the fuzzy correspondences to assign the membership probabilities of the mixture models, where the soft-assignment strategy is used to instead the one-to-one mapping. Moreover, our FC guided GMM mainly focuses on non-rigid PSR and feature point matching. Part of our previous work has been reported in [32], where we just test the method preliminarily on contaminated point sets with outliers. Here, we mainly extend this work from testing outliers to testing more degradations, including deformation, noise, occlusion, and outliers on both synthesized datasets and real images, and add more implementation details and comparing experiments. Finally, the contributions of this paper brieﬂy includes the following three parts: 1) fuzzy correspondences guided GMM based on an alternating iterative updating scheme between correspondences recovering and transformation estimating let us identify the underlying inliers accurately; 2) the FC is formulated for the mixture model by the soft-assignment strategy with one-to-many mapping; 3) we apply the robust FC guided method to 2D and 3D non-rigid PSR and feature point matching, and the experimental results show that the proposed FC outperforms other state-of-theart methods in most scenarios.
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3. Method



Then we can rewrite Eq. (4) by omitting the terms independent of θ as follows:



3.1. Problem formulation Motivated by overcoming the limitations of the non-rigid PSR method when facing a large degree of degradations, such as deformation, noise, occlusion, and outliers, we introduce the fuzzy correspondences to guide the membership probabilities of GMM elements. Without loss of generality, we are assuming here that the model set can be considered as a mixture of Gaussian model, i.e., GMM centroids, and the observed scene set as the data points, where the model set is moving to align onto the scene set by a series of transformations step by step. Formally, given the model set (see notation1 ) X M×D = (x1 , . . . , xM ) , and the scene set (i.e., a set of observed data points) Y N×D = (y1 , . . . , yN ) , where M, N denotes the number of points, and D denotes the dimension of the point sets. Note that X ∈ RM×D and Y ∈ RN×D , where D = 2 or 3. Due to the mixture model depends on unobserved latent variables, and then we denote the latent variables Z = {zn ∈ INM+1 : n ∈ INN }, where







zn =



m, M + 1,



for inliers . for outliers



(1)



For inliers, we deﬁne the Gaussian kernel density with zero mean and uniform standard deviation σ :



p( y|zn = m ) =



1



(2π σ 2 )D/2







exp −



 y − xm 2 , 2σ 2



(2)



and for additional outliers, the distribution is assumed to be uniform distribution p(y|zn = M + 1 ) = 1/N. Thus, the mixture model can be written as follows:



p¯ (y ) = ω p(y ) + (1 − ω ) p(y|zn = M + 1 ),



(3)



where ω ∈ [0, 1] denotes the weight of the mixture models of  Gaussian, p(y ) = M+1 m=1 m p(y|zn = m ), and m = P (m ) denotes the membership probabilities for all GMM elements which determined by the fuzzy correspondences instead of 1/M. The model points undergo a rigid or non-rigid transformation f : RD → RD , and then PSR wants to warp the model set to the observed scene set by the optimized transformation f†. Finally, The newly transformed model set is X † = f (X ). Let the unknown parameter family be θ = { f, σ 2 , ω}, and then estimate them by minimizing the following negative log-likelihood function:



E (θ ) = −



N 



ln



n=1



  nm yn − f (xm )2 exp − , (2π σ 2 )D/2 2σ 2 m=1



M+1 



(4)



where we make the i.i.d. data assumption, and the fuzzy weights for all GMM elements satisfy ϖnm ∈ [0, 1]. The EM algorithm is used to estimate θ , and the Bayesian theorem is applied to compute a posteriori probability of mixture components:



P ( zn = m|yn ) =



P ( z n = m ) p( y n | z n = m ) . p¯ (yn )



Q(θ , θ old ) =



N M 1 



2σ 2



P (zn = m|yn , θ old ) yn − f (xm )2



n=1 m=1



 D + ln σ 2 P (zn = m|yn , θ old ) 2 N



M



n=1 m=1



− ln ω



N  M 



(6)



P ( zn = m|yn , θ



old



)



n=1 m=1



− ln (1 − ω )



N 



P (zn = M + 1|yn , θ old )



n=1



where the posterior probabilities of GMM components is expressed as:







 yn − f ( xm )2 nm exp − 2σ 2   P ( zn = m|yn ) = , M yn − f ( xk )2 +υ k=1 nk exp − 2σ 2



(7)



where υ = (1 − ω )(2π σ 2 )D/2 /ωN. The Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [33] is well used to solve the mixture model, and it consists of two steps: E-step and M-step. Speciﬁcally, the EM algorithm uses the old parameter values to compute the responsibility P (zn = m|yn ) of mixture Gaussian elements in the E-step, and ﬁnds the new parameter values θ via maximizing the expectation of the complete log-likelihood function or minimizing the negative log-likelihood function in the M-step. Starting from some initial estimate of θ , and iteratively updating θ until convergence. Thus, minimizing the objective function Q, we can get the optimal parameter θ † = arg minθ Q by applying the EM algorithm. 3.2. PSR Using fuzzy correspondences guided GMM The registration ﬂowchart using fuzzy correspondences guided GMM is shown in Fig. 2. We ﬁrst introduce the fuzzy correspondences to guided the membership probabilities of all GMM elements and then present the parameters estimation for rigid and non-rigid transformations separately. 3.2.1. Estimating weights of GMM elements It is intractable to recover the underlying correspondences from the point set which is contaminated by degradations, such as deformation, noise, occlusion, and outliers. Here, we use the SC [9], IDSC [34], 3D-SC [10] or Fast Point Feature Histograms (FPFH) [35] descriptor to construct a weight soft-assignment ϖnm for Gaussian elements in mixture models to reduce the sensitivity of Gaussian kernel density estimation to outliers, where softassignment [7] is used to relax the hard binary correspondences to be a continuous valued fuzzy matrix ϖ in the interval [0,1]. Let π nm denote the similarity between these point pairs {xm , yn }, then we use the Chi-squared (χ 2 ) test statistic:



(5)



πnm =



K 1  Sx,m (k ) − Sy,n (k )2 2 Sx,m (k ) + Sy,n (k )



(8)



k=1



1 Bold capital letters denote a matrix X, xi denotes the ith row of the matrix X. xij denotes the scalar value in the ith row and jth column of the matrix X. 1m × n denotes a matrix with all ones, as well as 0m × n denotes a matrix with all zeros. I n×n ∈ Rn×n denotes an identity matrix.  ·  denotes a 2-norm. trace(X) denotes the trace of the matrix. det(X) returns the determinant of square matrix X. diag(x) is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are x. X◦Y is the Hadamard product of matrices, and XY is the Kronecker product of matrices.



where Sx,m (k ) = #{x¯m = xm : 2 (x¯m , xm ) ∈ bin(k )} denotes the Kbin normalized histogram at each points. x¯m denotes the remaining (M − 1) points. Then we can obtain a one-to-many aﬃnity matrix π. M In order to satisfy the constraints m=1 nm = 1 and N n=1 nm = 1, we run the row and column normalization it-
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Fig. 2. The point set registration ﬂowchart using fuzzy correspondences guided GMM.



 M where MP = N P (m, n ) = Pmn = P (zn = n=1 m=1 P (zn = m|yn ), old m|yn , θ ). μx and μy denote the mean vectors deﬁned as following:



eratively until convergence is reached:



⎧ exp(−απnm ) ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ M exp(−απ ) , n = 1, . . . , N ni i=1 nm = exp ( − απ ) ⎪ nm ⎪ , m = 1, . . . , M ⎩ N j=1 exp (−απ jm )



(9)







μy = N1 Y  P 1,



(12)



μx = N1 X  P1.



where α denotes a constant which is used to tune the scale of the probability density distribution. Then we update fuzzy correspondences ϖnm which depends on the data iteratively for all GMM elements in mixture model.



The simpliﬁed objective function can be expressed as following by substituting t back into Eq. (10):



Q(R, t , s, σ 2 ) =



1







2σ 2



 tr(Y¯ diag(P  1 )Y¯ ))







  −2str(Y¯ P  X¯ R ) + tr(X¯ diag(P 1 )X¯ )) +



3.2.2. Estimating parameters of rigid transformation For rigid point set registration, we deﬁne the transformation as f (xm ) = sRxm + t , where R is a D × D rotation matrix, t is a D × 1 translation vector, and s is a scaling parameter. By considering the upper bound of the Eq. (6), the objective function becomes:



Q(R, t , s, σ 2 ) =



N M 1 



2σ 2



P ( zn = m|yn ) yn − ( sRxm + t )2



n=1 m=1



D + ln σ 2 2



N  M 



Q (R ) = −



s



σ2



 tr(Y¯ P  X¯ R )



(14)



By applying Lemma 3.1, we obtain the optimal R:



P ( zn = m|yn )



(10) We can see that the objective function (10) is a generalized weighted absolute orientation problem [26,36] because it consists of weighted differences between all combinations of points. The solution of t and s are straightforward, while the solution of rotation R is complicated due to the intractable constraints. We can obtain the closed-form solution by resorting to the following Lemma [37]. Lemma 3.1. Let R be an unknown D × D rotation matrix and B be a known D × D real square matrix. Let USV be a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of B, where U U  = V V  = I and S = diag(si ) with s1 ≥ s2 ≥, . . . , ≥ sD ≥ 0. Then the optimal rotation R that maximizes tr(B R) is R = U CV  , where C = diag(1, 1, . . . , 1, det(U V  )). In order to get the form of tr(B R), we need to simplify the objective function by taking the partial derivative of Q with respect to t and setting it to zero. Then, we can obtain the translation vector t:



1 1   Y P 1− s R X  P 1 = μy − s R μx MP MP



(15) 



n=1 m=1



(11)



(13)



where X¯ and Y¯ denote the centered point set matrices deﬁned as  ¯ X¯ = X − 1μ x and Y = Y − 1μy . Ignoring the terms independent of R, we obtain:



R = U CV 



s.t. R R = I , det(R ) = 1.



t=



D MP ln σ 2 2







where C = diag(1, 1, . . . , 1, det(U V )), U SV = svd(B ), B=  Y¯ P  X¯ . The scaling parameter s can be solved by taking partial derivative of Eq. (13) with respect to s and setting it to zero:



s=



tr(B R ) 



tr(X¯ diag(P 1 )X¯ )



.



(16)



Similarly, we can obtain σ 2 :



σ2 =



 tr(Y¯ diag(P  1 )Y¯ ) − str(B R ) DMP



(17)



So far, we have solved all the parameters in the M-step. Then our fuzzy correspondences guided GMM algorithm for rigid registration is summarized in Algorithm 1 . 3.2.3. Estimating parameters of non-rigid transformation For non-rigid PSR, we deﬁne the transformation f as the initial position plus a velocity function  : f (X ) = X + (X ), where  is modeled by requiring it to lie within a speciﬁc functional space H, namely, a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS). Base on the MCT, the velocity function between the point sets should be smooth. Thus, a regularization term (smoothness constraint) is added to the objective function (6) to avoid ill-posed problem. In the Bayesian framework, the regularization term [38] is formulated
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Similarity, we can obtain the new parameter values of the velocity function by solving the following linear system:



Algorithm 1: FC Guided GMM for Rigid PSR.



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14







Input: The model set X , and the scene set Y Output: R, t , s M 1 N 2 Initialize: σ 2 = DMN n=1 m=1 yn − xm  ; Initialize: R = I , t = 0, s = 1, ω ∈ [0, 1]; repeat E-step: Compute expectation Compute fuzzy correspondences nm by Eq. (9); Compute P by Eq. (7); M-step: Update parameters Compute X¯ and Y¯ by Eq. (12);  Compute SVD of B = Y¯ P  X¯ ;







diag(P 1 )G + λσ 2 diag(1 ) O = PY − diag(P 1 )X ,



where 1M × 1 is a column vector of all ones. Note that det(diag(P 1 )G + λσ 2 diag(1 )) = 0. We summarize our FC guided GMM registration algorithm for non-rigid PSR in Algorithm 2 . Algorithm 2: FC Guided GMM for Non-rigid PSR.



1



Update R, s, t by Eqs. (15), (16) and (11); Update σ 2 by Eq. (17); until Q converges; The aligned point set is f (X ) = sX R + 1M×1 t  ;



2 3 4 5



†



return the optimal parameters R , t † and s† ;



6 7 8



by the prior on transformation: p( f ) = exp (− λ2  f 2H ). Then the parameter θ can be estimated by minimizing the following objective function: 







1 D P Y − f X )2 + ( ln σ 2 − ln ω P 2 2σ 2 1 λ 2 − ln (1 − ω ) +  f H , N 2



Q (θ ) =



Oi G ( xi , xq )



(19)



i=1



To apply the theorem 3.2, we obtain the expression of transformation:



f (X ) = X + GO



(20)



where GM × M is the kernel matrix with element Gi j = G(xi , x j ), and OM × D is the unknown coeﬃcient vector (O1 , . . . , OM ) . Learning unknown parameters by the EM algorithm, we ﬁrst evaluate the responsibilities P by rewriting Eq. (7): 



yn − ( xm +



M



Oi G(xi ,xm ))2







nm exp − 2σ 2



 .  2 yn − ( xk + M i=1 Oi G (xi ,xk )) +υ k=1 nk exp − 2σ 2



Pmn =  M



i=1



(21)



MP , N



σ2 =



tr(V  diag(P  1 )V ) , MP



where V = Y − X − GO.



3.3. Implementation details Our proposed method is an iteration method, starting with some initial parameter values until reaching some termination conditions. The parameter β of the Gaussian radial basis function is set to 1.2, the regularization parameter λ is set to 3.0, the weight of Gaussian mixture model ω is initialized as 0.5. The transformation estimation needs to solve Eq. (24), and the computational complexity is O (N 3 ) for a large number of points. To overcome the eﬃciency problem, we apply the low-rank matrix approximation [26,40] and FGT [27] to reduce the runtime. More precisely, we select γ -rank approximation, where γ  N, and then the ve =  O   locity function can be rewrite as  γ =1 γ G(xγ , · ). In this way, the original computational complexity can be reduced from O (N 3 ) down to O (γ N ) approximately. Here, we set γ = 15 for fast implementation. Note that we set the termination conditions: the maximization iteration number 100, the ﬁnal scale σ 2 = 10−8 , and the energy value of the negative log-likelihood tol = 10−15 . Note that both point sets are normalized as zero mean and unit variance ﬁrst. 4. Experiments We implemented the FC guided GMM registration algorithm in Matlab R2015a, and performed all experiments on a 2.5 GHz Intel Core i7 CPU with 4 GB RAM. 4.1. Experimental setup



Then, we update parameters by taking partial derivatives of (18) with respect to ω, σ 2 and equating them to zero, respectively. We obtain



ω=



11



Input: The model set X , and the scene set Y Output:  M 1 N 2 Initialize: σ 2 = DMN n=1 m=1 yn − xm  ; Initialize: β , λ ∈ [0, 1], ω ∈ [0, 1]; repeat E-step: Compute expectation Compute fuzzy correspondences nm by Eq. (9); Compute P by Eq. (21); M-step: Update parameters Update ω, σ 2 by Eqs. (22) and (23); Update O by Eq. (24); until Q converges; The aligned point set is f (X ) = X + GO; return the optimal velocity function † ;



(18)



Theorem 3.2. The minimization of the objective function (18) has a unique solution, given by M 



9 10



12



where λ > 0 is a trade-off parameter tuned the balance between empirical risk and penalization. To estimate the non-rigid velocity function  and obtain the optimal solution of Eq. (18), we deﬁne a matrix-valued kernel G : RD × RD → RD×D based on a Gaussian function G(xi , x j ) = g(xi , x j ) = exp(−βxi − x j 2 ) as a standard Mercer kernel with an associated RKHS family of functions HG with the corresponding norm  · H . Then we can use the following useful property [39] of RKHS to represent the velocity function.



(xq ) =



(24)



(22)



(23)



In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed method on the synthesized shape point sets [7], real image datasets [41], and 3D point sets. For the comprehensive comparison, nine state-of-the-art methods are included in the comparative study: Shape Context (SC) [9], Quadratic Programming based Cluster Correspondence Projection (QPCCP), L2-TPS [19], CPD [26], RPM-L2E [23], PR-GLS [31], Reweighted Random Walks for graph Matching (RRWM) [42], Factorized Graph Matching (FGM) [11,12], where FGMD for directed graphs and FGMU for undirected graphs.
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Fig. 3. Registration results of the proposed FC guided GMM registration algorithm on the synthesized data. From top to bottom, the degradation is deformation (a1, a2), noise (b1, b2), and occlusion (c1, c2), respectively.



Fig. 4. Comparison between ﬁve methods and our FC guided GMM to register point sets on synthesized shape. (top row) Registration errors plot on ﬁsh data. (bottom row) Registration errors plot on Chinese character shape.



Fig. 5. The average runtime (seconds) of the registration on synthesized data. From Deg. 1# to Deg. 5# , the degree level becomes larger.



All methods are implemented in Matlab and tested in the same environment. In the experiments, we use Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), accuracy, recall, and runtime to evaluate the registration results quantitatively [43]. Note that we mainly focus on the non-rigid PSR problem, and thereby only evaluate the proposed Algorithm 2.



4.2. Results on synthesized shape point set The synthesized data consists of two models (ﬁsh and Chinese character) with different shapes. 105 points are sampled from a Chinese character, and 98 points are sampled from the outmost silhouette of a ﬁsh, where ﬁsh shape is different from Chinese character point set because the shape of ﬁsh is well clustered. For each point set, there are several categories of data designed to evaluate the accuracy and robustness of PSR methods with respect to differ-
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Fig. 6. Comparison between ﬁve methods and our FC guided GMM to register point sets on synthesized shape by using accuracy-recall curves.



ent degrees of deformation, noise, occlusion, and outliers. Precisely, 1) Deformation denotes that the deformed points are warped by GRBF with coeﬃcients sampled from a Gaussian distribution with a zero mean and a standard deviation ranging from 0.02 to 0.08. 2) Noise denotes that the underlying positions of points are disturbed by the Gaussian noise with the standard deviation ranging from 0 to 0.05. 3) Occlusion denotes that some points are removed where the removed data to data ratio ranging from 0 to 0.5. 4) Outliers denote that some points cannot ﬁnd their corresponding ones, and the outlier to data ratio is ranged from 0 to 2. In each category, 100 samples are generated for each degradation level and resulting in 40 0 0 pairs of point set in total. Registration results of the presented algorithm are shown in Fig. 3 on synthesized shape point sets. The qualitative results in the ﬁgure show that the model point sets (red stars) are all well



aligned onto the scene sets (blue circles) except the scene sets are distorted by noise. Fig. 4 shows the average registration error of several non-rigid PSR methods on the synthesized data. Quantitative results demonstrate that the proposed FC guided GMM non-rigid PSR algorithm gets the lowest error on the tested cases. This is due to the fuzzy correspondences strategy can eﬃciently guided GMM to search the likely correspondences, and helps to estimate non-rigid transformations robustly. Fig. 5 shows the average runtime of the algorithm with about 100 iterations, we can see that the runtime becomes larger under the outlier degradations as the degree level increases. Further, the average runtime will be reduced by applying the fast implementation with the low-rank approximation. In order to state the performance on the whole dataset intuitively, we use the accuracy-recall curves [44] applied to evaluate the true positive rate within a given accuracy threshold. The proposed FC for non-rigid PSR reaches the higher recalls than the other methods as the accuracy threshold increases, as shown in Fig. 6. To evaluate the robustness of the method when facing outliers in both point sets, we establish another test using the outlier shape data. More precisely, the synthesized data consists of four groups of outlier point sets, and the outlier to data ratio is from 0.5 to 2.0, and each group has a hundred of different shape poses. We select the ﬁrst point set of each group as the scene set, and then we just select the other ninety point sets as the model sets. For instance, Chinese character point set consists of 105 true correspondences, and each group is added on 52, 105, 157, 210 outliers, respectively. An example of the registration results by the presented FC algorithm is shown in Fig. 7, corresponding points are well aligned together, though the model set and the scene set are both contaminated by outliers. The comparison results (registration errors) are shown in Fig. 8. Although PR-GLS [31] performs better in most cases, the proposed FC achieves lower errors than PR-GLS at the largest degree of degradation on both ﬁsh and Chinese character shapes. Observe that all errors of FC are higher than the other methods. But recall curves of FC become slow down when increasing the Outlier to data Ratio (OR), as shown in Fig. 9 because more outliers disturb the estimation accuracy of fuzzy correspondences.



Fig. 7. An example of experimental results on synthesized shape point sets. The model set and the scene set are both contaminated by outliers.
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Fig. 8. Comparison between ﬁve methods and our FC guided GMM to register point sets on outlier experiment (i.e., the model set and the scene set are both contaminated by outliers). Fig. 11. Performances on CMU house images by accuracy curves within different sample points. We compute average accuracies over 20 random trials.



Fig. 9. Performances of the proposed FC registration method on synthesized point sets under outliers by using accuracy-recall curves.



Fig. 10. An example of point matching on a pair of CMU house images. We randomly select 25 points out of 30 correspondences, and the unmatched points are outliers.



4.3. Results on real image dataset In this experiment, we use two datasets to evaluate the performance of FC. As we all known, many real image datasets can be used to apply PSR [45], here we ﬁrst consider the CMU house image sequences2 . The dataset consists of 111 different views of a toy house, then we choose the frame one as our scene set and the frame 111 as our model set. There are total 30 corner points in each image. In order to test our method on the contaminated point sets, we randomly sample different corners from each set to construct some point set pairs with a degree of outliers. Note that we run the method over 20 times in each test group. The second image dataset is WILLOW object class dataset [41] which contains 5 sets of real images with manually labeled ground-truth landmarks (10 points), and we use it to analysis the matching accuracy qualitatively. Following the experimental setup on CMU house image dataset contributed by Zhou and De la Torre [12], we select 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, and 30 corners randomly to test the matching performance of the proposed method. Fig. 10 shows an example of feature point matching results with 25 corners. The RRWM and FGM are graphbased methods, they use triangulation to construct graphs with the given corners. The matching results used accuracy are shown in Fig. 11. Observe that the traditional point set registration methods



2



http://vasc.ri.cmu.edu/idb/html/motion/house/.



Fig. 12. Matching results by FC on WILLOW object class dataset without outliers. The yellow lines denote true correspondences. From top to bottom, the object class is a) car, b) duck, c) face, d) motorbike and e) winebottle, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)



outperform these graph-based methods when point sets are contaminated by outliers in these experiments. While our FC still has better accuracy than the other comparison methods in most test scenarios. In the WILLOW object class dataset, although the feature points have a similar shape, the large changes in viewpoint, scale, and non-rigid deformation in the area of the object. In this experiment, we just show the matching accuracy qualitatively by the proposed FC. Fig. 12 shows that all underlying correspondences are recovered by our FC guided GMM non-rigid registration algorithm. 4.4. Results on 3D point set Finally, we test our FC algorithm for 3D point set registration. By applying the fuzzy correspondences, 3D-SC [10] or FPFH [35] can be used to estimate the membership probabilities of all GMM elements in the mixture model. The ﬁrst 3d point set, namely face, contains 392 points, and the second one contains 300 points. In this experiment, we set up a comparison between the original GMM without fuzzy correspondences and the GMM with fuzzy correspondences. Fig. 13 shows the comparison results,
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Fig. 13. Comparison between the original GMM without FC and FC guided GMM registration algorithm on 3D point set. The ﬁrst column denotes the initial pose.



where the registration accuracy of the FC guided GMM is better than the original GMM without FC (several points are misaligned together).



Supplementary material



5. Discussion and conclusion
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In computer vision and pattern recognition, point set registration or point matching is still an important problem and attracts many interests [19,23,26,46]. It is challenging to solve the registration problem when facing degradations because the correspondences are very hard to represent and estimate. It is interesting to note that the iteration idea is helpful in estimating correspondences effectively. Shape context descriptor and Gaussian mixture model-based methods are well used in point set registration, while some limitations still exist, especially for contaminated point set registration. In this paper, we mainly focus on the limitation of the Gaussian mixture model based PSR method, then we proposed a novel method based on fuzzy correspondences guided GMM to solve the PSR problem. Firstly, we consider the inliers in the model set satisfy mixture of Gaussian, and the outliers in model set satisfy an additional uniform distribution. We also model the contaminated point set registration problem according to the GMM-based method. Secondly, we use fuzzy correspondences to estimate the membership probabilities of all Gaussian elements, where shape context can be used to represent the model point set. Thirdly, EM algorithm and regularization framework in RKHS to solve the objective function, and ﬁnd optimal parameters of the transformation. Finally, experimental results on 2D synthesized data, real images and 3D point sets demonstrate that our proposed FC guided GMM registration algorithm gets more accurate registration results and outperforms several tested state-of-the-art methods in most scenarios.
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